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Processes, microstructure and properties of vanadium microalloyed steels

T. N. Baker*

Vanadium as an important alloying element in steels was initially associated with the properties achieved following tempering. Interest in the microstructure was stimulated by the advent of transmission electron microscopes with a resolution of ~1 nm together with selected area electron diffraction techniques. A second timely development was that of controlled rolling, particularly of plate and sheet products. The scope of this review will include the historical background on quenched and tempered vanadium steels, precipitation during isothermal aging, conventional controlled rolling and during thin slab direct charging and the development of strength and toughness in vanadium microalloyed steels. The characterisation of microstructure, in particular the methods for the analysis of the chemical composition of precipitates has progressed since the availability of X-ray energy dispersive analysis in the 1970s, and the role played by electron energy loss spectroscopy in providing quantitative analysis of carbon and nitrogen in vanadium microalloyed steels will be presented. There are still many topics involving vanadium microalloyed steels that are controversial. These include the nucleation sequence of homogeneous precipitates of vanadium carbonitride and whether this occurs coherently, the composition of the vanadium precipitates, the nucleation mechanism for interphase precipitation, the importance of strain induced precipitation in austenite of vanadium carbonitride, the contributions of both interphase precipitation and random precipitation in ferrite to the yield strength, and the role of the process route parameters in developing properties. These topics will be considered in this paper which concentrates on hot rolled vanadium microalloyed steels placed in the context of pertinent research on other alloys.
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Introduction

No recent comprehensive review on vanadium in microalloyed steels, also known as high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels, appears to have been published, but there are several accounts dealing with specific aspects, such as the physical metallurgy of vanadium steels compiled by Woodhead1 and the role of vanadium in microalloyed steels.2 This latter review provides an excellent account, up to 1999, in particular of the research undertaken at the Swedish Institute for Metals Research in Stockholm, where high quality work on vanadium steels has spanned several decades.2 Also many papers, together with the book by Gladman,3 cover the effects of vanadium, alongside those of niobium and titanium additions, on the microstructure and properties of microalloyed steels. One of the most cited reviews of the earlier work on microalloyed steels, which includes vanadium steels, is that by Pickering,4 which considered the situation up to 1975. Despite the amount of published work on the effect of vanadium on microalloyed steels over the past 40 plus years, there are still many topics that are controversial. These include the nucleation sequence of homogeneous precipitates of vanadium carbonitride and whether this occurs coherently, the composition of the vanadium precipitates, the nucleation mechanism for interphase precipitation, the importance of strain induced precipitation in austenite of vanadium carbonitride, the contributions of both interface precipitation and random precipitation in ferrite to the yield strength, and the role of the process route parameters in developing properties. These topics will be considered in this paper which concentrates on hot rolled vanadium microalloyed steels placed in the context of pertinent research on other alloys. The scope of this review will include the historical background on quenched and tempered vanadium steels, isothermal aging, precipitation during conventional controlled rolling and during thin slab direct charged and the development of strength and toughness in vanadium microalloyed steels.
Historical background

Vanadium was discovered by a Mexican chemist, A. M. del Rio, in 1801, but the letter describing his methods of extraction, sent to the Institute de France for confirmation, was lost in a shipwreck, and the claim subsequently withdrawn. As described by Langneborg et al., in their excellent summary of the early history of vanadium, the Swede, N. G. Sefström is credited with the discovery of the element vanadium in 1830. This led J. J. Berzelius to undertake research on vanadium compounds. However, it was not until some 30 years later that the element was isolated by Sir Henry Roscoe. The first use of the element in steels appears to be associated with Professor Arnold of Sheffield Firth College, who was in 1889, to become the first Professor of Metallurgy in the newly constituted University College of Sheffield. His work initiated a wide range of tool and die steels based on vanadium. Another early reference to alloying with vanadium is given in 1929 by Knowlton, in his book on the ’Heat treatment, uses and properties of steel’. He writes, ‘vanadium in small amounts acts as a scavenger in removing impurities thus producing a sounder stronger steel. The exact effect of vanadium which is left in the steel may be open to some dispute, although it undoubtedly has some beneficial effects’. It was later shown that the hardness of these steels was attributed to the high temperature stability conferred by vanadium carbide. Abram6 studied a 0-30C–2-60Ni–0.75C–0.50 Mo (wt-%) steel, oil quenched from 900°C and showed that the strength increased as the tempering temperature increased, whereas when 0-30 wt-%V was present, while the tensile strength remained practically constant, the yield stress increased. Abram6 ascribes these observations to the solution of vanadium carbide in austenite, its retention in the ferrite on quenching and its precipitation on tempering, a view similar to that upheld today.

As an alloying element in steel, vanadium was used extensively in Cr–Mo–V steels, developed for high temperature creep resistance, particularly for the early gas turbine engines through the precipitation of transition metal carbides, following heat treatment involving tempering. Other important applications of vanadium alloy steels, developed during the first two thirds of the twentieth century were for high temperature power plant, rail steels and in cast iron. However, as described by Langneborg et al.,2 the most important use of vanadium in steels is as an alloying element in microalloyed steels, which commenced in the 1950s. In addition to being a major alloying element in microalloyed steels, vanadium is also an important alloying element in titanium alloys, and over 50% of the Ti alloys manufactured fall into the Ti–6Al–4V category.

Vanadium carbide and nitride

Vanadium carbide or nitride from selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns. However, the orientation relationship that exists between V(C,N) and ferrite can be used to determine whether the V(C,N) had precipitated in austenite or in ferrite.13 When V(C,N) is related to ferrite by the Baker–Nutting (B–N) orientation relationship

\[ \{100\} \alpha-Fe \parallel \{111\} \text{V}_{\text{C}} \]
\[ \langle 011 \rangle \alpha-Fe \parallel \langle 010 \rangle \text{V}_{\text{C}} \]

this means that V(C,N) has precipitated in ferrite. However, when V(C,N) is related to ferrite by the Kurdjumov–Sachs orientation relationship15

\[ \{110\} \alpha-Fe \parallel \{111\} \text{V}_{\text{C}} \]
\[ \langle 111 \rangle \alpha-Fe \parallel \langle 110 \rangle \text{V}_{\text{C}} \]

this means that the V(C,N) had precipitated in austenite.

Solubility of vanadium carbide and nitride in austenite and ferrite

The solubility of vanadium carbide in austenite is significantly higher than the other microalloy carbides and nitrides. Gladman3 considered that in low carbon steels containing <0.15 wt-%C with vanadium contents up to 0.15 wt-%, the carbide should be completely dissolved at austenite temperatures as low as 900°C. He has also pointed out a problem with the solubility product for vanadium carbide due to perceived differences in stoichiometry. Some authors assume that the chemical formula is VC while others use V4C3. Gladman3 makes a case for taking the data of Nair and Narita16 for the solubility of VC in austenite. On the other hand, Turkdogen17 prefers that of Wriedt and Hu18 for V4C3. Their Fe–V–C alloys were equilibrated at temperatures of 918, 993 and 1150°C, quenched in water and examined by both SEM and TEM to determine the γ (γ+carbide) phase boundaries. Turkdogen17 also finds that the data derived by Wada et al.19 is close to that of Wriedt and Hu.18 Fortunately, both Gladman and Turkdogen support their choice of data by pointing out that the experimental data of Savost’yanova and Shvartsman20 is in close agreement. A collection of solubility data for vanadium carbide in austenite and ferrite is collated in Table 1 and compared in Fig. 1. Depending on which pair of equations for austenite (γ) and ferrite (α) are taken, the difference in VC solubility varies from 5 to 100 times.

A good collection of VN solubility equations has been made by Rose.22 Figure 2 shows the results of calculations for the three different equations available for the solution temperatures of VN in both γ and α, and given in Table 2. Taking the average values for the three sets of constants A and B for each phase in the equation

\[ \log K_s = \frac{A}{T} + B \]  

where \( K_s \) is the solubility product [V][N] and T the temperature (in K), it is found that the difference at 760°C in the solubility of VN in γ is 1.73 times that in α, which is significant, but not substantial.

From Figs. 1 and 2, it can be seen that the solubility in terms of the log \( K_s \) values at 850°C of vanadium carbide and vanadium nitride in austenite and ferrite, decrease approximately in the order −1, −2, −3,−8,
This shows the substantially higher solubility of the carbide than the nitride and the significant decrease in solubility in ferrite compared with austenite. A more detailed discussion of the solubility of VC and VN in austenite and VC in ferrite is provided by Gladman. For comparison, a selection made by Aronsson of solubility of the transition metal carbides and nitrides in austenite, of importance in microalloyed steels, is given in Fig. 3, where it is apparent that vanadium carbide and nitride are the most soluble carbide and nitride of each group. Strid and Easterling have also collected relevant solubility data.

An important aspect of most transition metal carbides and nitrides, is that with few exceptions, they are mutually soluble, as is shown by the data presented by Goldschmidt. It has been suggested that this mutually solubility occurs when the atomic size difference between the two carbide or nitride forming elements is not greater than 13%. Houghton was among the first to acknowledge the effect of mutual solubility of carbides and nitrides in microalloyed steels. He presented a quasi-regular solution thermodynamic model which described the precipitation of complex carbides and nitrides from austenite for two extreme cases:

(i) no mixing between precipitates
(ii) complete miscibility while maintaining in both cases equilibrium between precipitates and solutes in austenite.

His results were then compared with those of other models, whose predictions are in general intermediate between (i) and (ii).

While the binary solubility equation approach is a useful guide, sophisticated methods have been evolved using dedicated software, which take into account the

### Table 1 Solubility of vanadium carbide in austenite and ferrite

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Austenite</th>
<th>Ferrite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equation</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 Solubility of vanadium nitride in austenite and ferrite

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Austenite</th>
<th>Ferrite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equation</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>–7700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>–8700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>–7840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
influence on solubility of additional elements in the steels composition. However, this software should be used with caution. A good account of the background to several of these methods is given by Gladman.\textsuperscript{3} The most recent examination of the solubility of Fe–V–C, Fe–V–N and Fe–V–C–N has been undertaken by Popov and Gorbachev,\textsuperscript{32,33} who also provide a review of many of the previous models developed for these systems. Their work is based on an analysis of the thermodynamic data of the three systems and calculations of phase equilibria using the Calphad method. One important conclusion is that in low alloy steels, a very strong influence is exerted by the nitrogen content on the composition and solubility of vanadium carbonitrides.\textsuperscript{32}

When added to an Fe–C alloy, vanadium is known to be a strong ferrite stabiliser which increases the solubility of carbon in ferrite and decreases the solubility of carbon in austenite. Thus the \(\alpha\)-phase field is more extensive in the Fe–C–V than in the Fe–C phase diagram. One result of the enlarged \(\alpha\)-phase field is that the temperature \(T_a\) at which the free energies of austenite and ferrite are equal is raised by the addition of vanadium. Consequently, at the same isothermal transformation temperature below \(T_a\), for a plain carbon steel, the driving force in vanadium steels is greater than in plain carbon steels, thus the rate of ferrite separation is greater.\textsuperscript{34}

**Tempering of vanadium steels**

Before the advent of microalloyed steel, the traditional route to achieving high strength in carbon steels was by quenching to form martensite, and then subsequently reheating or tempering at an intermediate temperature, usually between 550 and 650°C, to precipitate a fine dispersion of carbides. This increased the toughness without too great a loss in strength.\textsuperscript{35} The role of carbides in low alloy creep resisting steels was reviewed by Woodhead and Quarrell\textsuperscript{8} in 1965. They found that the Fe–V–C system was by no means established, but that during tempering, unlike the cases of Cr or Mo, only one carbide formed, which was usually not the stoichiometric composition, VC, but closer to \(V_6C_3\). Also the mechanism of the formation of the carbides was hotly debated as being either ‘due to transformation \(\text{in situ}\), when the alloying element gradually concentrates in the \(\gamma\)-matrix, where \(M\) is Fe, Mo, Cr, V, W, until the individual particles transform as a whole, or by separate nucleation, when the \(M_2C\) dissolves in the ferrite and the alloy carbide precipitates’. The sequence of precipitation during the tempering of complex alloys containing, for example, 0.2 wt-%C, 3 wt-%Cr, 0.7 wt-%Mo, 0.7 wt-%V and 0.5 wt-%W was known to be difficult to predict. The first detectable carbide was not an iron carbide, but \(V_6C_3\).\textsuperscript{8} Typical compositions and properties given for vanadium structural steels in a review by Sage et al.\textsuperscript{36} are 0.17 wt-%C, 1.5 wt-%Mn, 0.3 wt-%Si, 0.7 wt-%Cr, 0.28 wt-%Mo, 0.1 wt-%V, which after normalising and tempering in thickness of \(100\) mm, had a yield strength \(\sigma_0\) of 460 MPa, an ultimate tensile strength of 587–679 MPa, elongation 15% and impact energy at 0°C of 27 J. Because of its stability, even at temperatures approaching 700°C, vanadium is an important constituent in steels for elevated temperature service such as 0.5Cr, 0.5Mo, 0.5V and 3Cr, 1Mo, 0.25V steels, which exhibit extensive vanadium carbide precipitation.\textsuperscript{35} Such the first detailed microstructural work on alloy steels was concerned with the tempering of low alloy steels containing 1 wt-%V, sometimes with chromium and molybdenum.\textsuperscript{14,37–39} This was supplemented by TEM using the newly developed technique of thin foil examination.

The early studies of the secondary hardening of vanadium steels using carbon extraction replicas\textsuperscript{30,41} showed that depending on the composition and tempering time, the maximum hardness was developed between 550 and 650°C, and that in this temperature range, cementite and vanadium carbide co-existed. Other workers showed that \(V_6C_3\) could precipitate as low as 450°C with a morphology described variously as rodlets,\textsuperscript{37,38} discs\textsuperscript{37} and platelets.\textsuperscript{14} The orientation relationship given above and published by Baker and Nutting\textsuperscript{14} was originally obtained between \(V_6C_3\) and ferrite. Figure 4 shows diagrammatically, the mismatch between the two lattices as perceived by Tekin and Kelly,\textsuperscript{42,43} giving a 31% mismatch perpendicular to the plate and 3% parallel to the plate. This orientation relation has subsequently been found to hold for nearly all carbides and nitrides precipitated in ferrite. The first detected vanadium carbide well before peak hardness, i.e. after 15 h at 450°C in a 0.2C–1.0V (wt-%) steel. They found that ‘at this stage, the reflections were arc’d. After 500°C tempering, the arc’d reflections were more pronounced and the dislocations appeared ‘dotted’ as if small precipitates had formed on them’. Following 550°C tempering, they used the arc’d reflections in SAED patterns to image precipitates in dark field, and revealed a number of small particles lying in ‘strings’. By comparing the bright and dark field micrographs, the ‘strings’ of precipitates could be related to dislocations in the matrix. After tempering at 550 or 600°C, they observed \(V_6C_3\) spots streaked along \(\{100\}\)\(\gamma\) directions in the matrix with no streaking of the matrix spots, the \(V_6C_3\) reflections being well away from those of \(\alpha\)-Fe, and were considered to be due to thin \(V_6C_3\) plates lying in the \{100\} \(\alpha\)-Fe planes.
and not due to any type of GP formation. This observation was confirmed by Raynor et al.\textsuperscript{44} and Tanino and Nishida.\textsuperscript{45} The latter proposed that the secondary hardness found in vanadium steels was due to the suppression of dislocation climb and the reduction of the growth rate of ferrite grains, by vanadium in solution and finely dispersed carbides. Both sets of authors\textsuperscript{44,45} used SAED to confirm the B–N orientation relationship and to 'identify' the platelet precipitates as vanadium carbides.

While most of the detailed microstructural work on vanadium steels goes back to the 1960s, the topic has been revisited more recently by Mayata et al.\textsuperscript{46} As part of their study of the coarsening kinetics of mixed V and Nb bearing MC type carbides, they undertook both TEM and direct lattice imaging of carbides in thin foils. They found that in a 0.2V–0.03Nb (wt-%) steel, tempered for 1800 s at 720°C, precipitation was mainly associated with dislocations, but with a 0.1 wt-%Nb steel tempered under the same conditions, coherency strain fields were observed. It is noticeable that some of their micrographs show both double lobe strain field contrast and precipitates associated with dislocations. Unfortunately, they\textsuperscript{46} did not analyse the strain field contrast in detail, as undertaken by others, or determine the chemical composition of the precipitates. However, they did find that a reduction in vanadium content and an increase in niobium content retarded the coarsening of the MC carbide. Also their lattice parameter values continuously increased with increasing niobium partition to the MC carbide, resulting in an increase in the misfit coherency. The critical coherency diameter of the MC carbide was estimated as being in the range 3–5–0 nm, and decreased with increasing niobium content and reducing vanadium content. No similar work appears to have been undertaken to study the effect of tempering steels to nucleate vanadium carbonitrides, where the particle composition was specifically analysed.

More recently, tempering of alloy steels has been shown to be of importance for another reason, as the carbides provide hydrogen trapping sites to enhance the resistance to static fracture of power plant components, and not due to any type of GP formation. This observation was confirmed by Raynor et al.\textsuperscript{44} and Tanino and Nishida.\textsuperscript{45} The latter proposed that the secondary hardness found in vanadium steels was due to the suppression of dislocation climb and the reduction of the growth rate of ferrite grains, by vanadium in solution and finely dispersed carbides. Both sets of authors\textsuperscript{44,45} used SAED to confirm the B–N orientation relationship and to ‘identify’ the platelet precipitates as vanadium carbides.

The role of microalloying additions of Nb, Ti and V between 0.001 and 0.03 wt-% in quenched and tempered steel containing ~0.16 wt-%C, 0.5 wt-%Cr, 0.38 wt-%Mo and 1.3 wt-%Ni has been investigated by Robertson.\textsuperscript{49} Two steels had additions of Nb, Ti and V, a third, Ti and V, and a fourth only 0.014 wt-%Ti. Following earlier processing\textsuperscript{49} a final austenitising treatment was carried out at 915°C followed by water quenching and tempering. After tempering at different times, the reduction in HV from the as quenched value, indicated that the steels containing V and Nb displayed the greatest temper resistance. Transmission electron microscopy together with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra showed that in the steels containing Ti + V and Ti alone, Ti precipitated as 10–100 nm cuboids of TiN. However, in the Ti+Nb + V steel, the cuboids contained Ti and Nb and were considered to be based on (Ti,Nb)(C,N). Vanadium was not found in these particles and it was not possible to detect any of the elements, including V, in any of the finest precipitates. However, it was considered that vanadium containing particles played an important role in conferring temper resistance.

The development of substantial secondary hardness depends on steel compositions, which today, are regarded as outside those of microalloyed steels, in that the carbon levels were up to 0.2 wt-% and vanadium contents as high as 2–0 wt-%. However, the main microstructural features observed, in terms of the morphology and precipitate crystal structure parameters, would appear to be similar to those observed using modern steel processing routes and compositions. It is of interest that many of the studies linking microstructure to properties of tempered steels were associated with the development of TEM. The methods used to examine fine precipitates on carbon extraction replicas and subsequently thin foils, together with the use of SAED techniques to determine crystallographic data, first saw the light of day in this area of steels research.

**Precipitation in vanadium steels**

In the present paper, particle strengthening involving the bypassing of an incoherent or hard particle by a dislocation, as proposed by Orowan\textsuperscript{50} and by Hirsch,\textsuperscript{51} will be described as dispersion strengthening. On the other hand, particles which are coherent with the matrix can be cut by dislocations, and this mechanism will be described as precipitation hardening, after the distinction made amongst others, by Ardell.\textsuperscript{52}

A detailed review of precipitation in iron alloys, but omitting tempering, was undertaken by Edmonds and Honeycombe\textsuperscript{53} citing 260 references, and provides a valuable source of knowledge in this area, up to the late 1970s. It includes information pertinent to this review, and deals in particular, with the mechanisms of precipitation of vanadium carbide.

The precipitation of carbonitride particles can occur at different stages during the manufacture and fabrication of microalloyed steels. Lui and Jonas\textsuperscript{54} considered three main stages. Type I precipitates are formed in the slag during the liquid phase, and or after solidification, on the liquid/solid interface and in delta ferrite. These latter precipitates, or as they are often called, inclusions, nucleate during casting, and are very stable. While they are too large to influence the recrystallisation of austenite, the smallest may effectively retard grain coarsening in austenite during reheating before the final rolling passes or during a welding cycle. The precipitates
are normally oxides or sulphides, but in some steels can be nitrides such as aluminium nitride, and very occasionally, carbonitrides. In general, vanadium has not been reported as an element in inclusions present after casting. Richardson and Jeffes\textsuperscript{55} have shown that the standard free energy of CaO, Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} and SiO\textsubscript{2} are more negative than V\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}, indicating that the former are more stable. These particular oxides contain the major elements usually found in most inclusions in microalloyed steels, together with MnS. Heterogeneous precipitation in austenite, particularly of VN, has been reported\textsuperscript{56,57} on AlN, MnS (Fig. 5) and TiN. This produces a complex precipitate which may fall within the size range of particles capable of grain refining austenite, but often they are \(>100\ \mu m\), a size which is normally regarded as too large. The particles then serve only to remove vanadium from use both in grain and dispersion strengthening.\textsuperscript{2} Type II precipitates form in austenite during processing subsequent to casting. In particular, vanadium containing precipitates are formed in austenite after solution treatment and during hot deformation (for example, during controlled rolling) as the temperature decreases. The precipitates are strain induced and can retard recovery and recrystallisation of austenite. Dislocations and austenite grain boundaries are the normal nucleation sites in microalloyed steels, the former being particularly active in niobium steels, but much less so in steels with vanadium additions.\textsuperscript{7} Figure 6, taken from the work of Cuddy,\textsuperscript{58} shows the effect of different elements on the austenite recrystallisation stop temperature. Here it can be seen that vanadium has far less influence than either niobium or titanium. Reservations have been expressed about the interpretation of the data given in Fig. 6. One possible solution has been provided by DeArdo,\textsuperscript{59,60} and is illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows that of the possible precipitating systems, only NbC can have high supersaturations over a large portion of a typical hot rolling temperature range.

There have been a number of studies of precipitation in and recrystallisation of deformed austenite in HSLA steels microalloyed with vanadium.\textsuperscript{61–65} White and Owen\textsuperscript{63} showed unambiguously, that during isothermal experiments at 900 and 1000°C, precipitation of V(C,N) alone, before or during recrystallisation, can stop further recrystallisation. Crooks et al.,\textsuperscript{64} expanded this work by comparing vanadium with vanadium niobium steels. Vanadium has been shown to have an effect on static recrystallisation kinetics after simulating warm deformation conditions.\textsuperscript{66} In this situation, it is considered that during reheating before forging at temperatures \(800–870°C\), which are in the lower range for hot rolling, undissolved V(C,N) precipitates remain. These promote a fine austenite grain size and interact with the recrystallisation process leading to longer recrystallisation times than those recorded with plain carbon steels.\textsuperscript{66} At 1025°C, the highest deformation temperature used in this work, there was some evidence of retar- dation of recrystallisation, which was attributed to solute drag due to segregation of vanadium atoms at austenite grain boundaries.\textsuperscript{66} He and Edmonds\textsuperscript{67} have provided evidence of segregation of vanadium atoms at austenite grain boundaries in an experimental microalloyed steel containing \(0\text{-}48\text{ wt}-%\)V. They used secondary ion mass spectrometry to produce maps showing concentrations of vanadium which they had not been able to locate with high resolution TEM. Under their heat treatment conditions, no precipitates were observed to be associated with these boundaries. However, the solute drag

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\columnwidth]{figure6.png}
\caption{Effect of different elements on austenite recrystallisation stop temperature.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}
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\includegraphics[width=\columnwidth]{figure7.png}
\caption{Precipitation potential of various microalloying compounds (MAE: microalloying elements).}
\end{figure}
effect on recrystallisation kinetics due to vanadium atoms has been shown to be very small compared to that of niobium. Andrade et al. defined a solute retardation parameter (SRP) for static recovery and recrystallisation. They calculated that Nb as a single addition, with an SRP of 409, was the most potent element, followed by Mo, 37 and lastly V, 10. The rank order of SRP is the same as that found under dynamic softening conditions, but the relative contribution of Nb is more profound for the static condition.\(^{54}\) However, in multi-alloyed steels the SRP attributable to each element was smaller than when it was present alone. Therefore during multipass rolling of conventional vanadium microalloyed steels, very little solute drag or strain induced V(C,N) precipitation occurs, compared with, for example, precipitation of Nb(C,N) in niobium microalloyed steels, which can occur over the full deformation temperature range.\(^{59,60}\) However particularly when the carbon or nitrogen levels are high, for example at levels of 0.15 wt-% C or 0.015 wt-% N respectively, Lagneborg et al. reported evidence for some strain induced precipitation of V(C,N). It is concluded from the above, that at high temperatures, \(\sim 1200^\circ\text{C}\), vanadium in solution has little observable effect on recrystallisation by solute drag, but at lower temperatures \(\sim 950^\circ\text{C}\), V(C,N) precipitation retards recrystallisation by pinning austenite grain boundaries, a process which is enhanced with increasing N content, through a greater volume fraction of V(C,N) particles. In hot rolling processes, V(C,N) has been observed in many cases outlining prior austenite grain boundaries, such as those seen in thin slab direct charged (TSDC) processed steels (Fig. 8).\(^{56}\) Here the size range was 10 to 40 nm, with an average size of 22 nm.

Finally, type III precipitates are formed during or after the austenite to ferrite phase transformation, nucleating on the \(\gamma/\alpha\) interface and in ferrite.\(^{54}\) Dispersion strengthening in ferrite normally occurs under these conditions and a fine particle dispersion, \(\leq 15\) nm is usually observed. The precipitation of type III alloy carbonitrides, which accompanies the \(\gamma\rightarrow\alpha\) transformation has been summarised by Honeycombe\(^ {69,70}\) in terms of the morphologies of carbonitrides which have been recorded as continuous fibres/laths, interphase precipitation (planar or curved) and random matrix precipitation from supersaturated ferrite.

**Continuous fibres/laths**

It has been observed that carbides can grow perpendicular to the \(\gamma/\alpha\) interface producing fibrous aggregates of ferrite and carbide similar to pearlite, but on a much finer scale.\(^ {70}\) These features have been reported in isothermally transformed\(^ {70,76}\) and laboratory controlled rolled\(^ {77}\) vanadium steels, but not those containing niobium or titanium. The fibres tend to occur when cooling is slow or on holding at a high temperature in the two phase \(\gamma/\alpha\). The formation is considered to be a distorted form of eutectoid \(\gamma\rightarrow\alpha + \text{V(C,N)}\) transformation.\(^ {78,79}\) In hot rolled microalloyed steels, fibres are not a dominant feature and are not expected to make a significant contribution to mechanical or toughness properties.

**Interphase precipitation (planar or curved)**

Planar interphase precipitation has been reported extensively in the literature and accompanies the decomposition of austenite to ferrite. It is due to the lower solubility of carbides and nitrides, and other elements, such as copper, silver and gold in ferrite than in austenite. A particular feature of interphase precipitates is that they grow with a single habit,\(^ {77,80}\) in the B-N orientation relationship (Fig. 9). This type of precipitation has been observed in steels containing molybdenum,\(^ {72,81}\) chromium,\(^ {82}\) copper,\(^ {83}\) and silver,\(^ {84}\) as well as the main microalloying elements, niobium,\(^ {85–88}\) vanadium\(^ {75,76,80,89–91}\) and titanium,\(^ {92}\) and has been reviewed in detail by Edmonds and Honeycombe.\(^ {53}\)

In many vanadium steels which have undergone isothermal transformation, interphase precipitation shows a random arrangement of individual particles within a sheet formed parallel to the \(\gamma/\alpha\) interface by repeated nucleation, as the transformation front moves through austenite. Two main models have been proposed to explain interphase precipitation; the ledge mechanism and solute diffusion control.\(^ {2,53,93}\) The ledge mechanism for planar interfaces, depends on the precipitates nucleating on low energy, coherent or semicoherent broad faces of the ledges, just behind the highly mobile high energy risers, which appear as stepped discontinuities in the planar interface.\(^ {24}\) The second approach, the solute depletion model, developed at the
Interphase precipitation in vanadium steels has more recently been reviewed in detail by Khalid and Edmonds. They also studied the nucleation of VC associated with the \( \gamma \rightarrow z \) phase transformation in steels containing a range of carbon levels from 0-23 to 0.82 wt-% using both TEM and atom probe field ion microscopy (APFIM). Their results showed that interphase precipitation of VC or VCN, occurred in all their steels in both proeutectoid ferrite and pearlitic ferrite, and that heterogeneous nucleation of VC or VCN is associated with the structural features of the interface. This disproves the earlier hypothesis suggesting that precipitation occurred behind the interface, in ferrite and was based on the large difference in solubility of VC and VN in \( \gamma \) and \( z \) phases, together with these compounds having a B–N orientation relationship with ferrite. Lagneborg et al. have also summarised the models proposed to explain interphase precipitation as well as the effect of different variables, such as transformation temperature, cooling rate and steel composition. For example, it has been observed that at high transformation temperatures, \( \sim 800^\circ C \), for 0-1 wt-%C, 0-10 wt-%V steels, the interphase precipitation appears as irregularly spaced, often curved sheets of V(C,N) particles (Fig. 10). With decreasing temperatures, the incidence of the curved rows of precipitates diminishes and the dominant mode is regularly spaced, planar sheets of particles. Below 700°C, the interphase precipitation is commonly found to be incomplete, and random precipitation from supersaturated ferrite after the \( \gamma \rightarrow z \) phase transformation takes over progressively with decreasing temperature. While the above discussion is concerned with carbides, Ballinger and Honeycombe observed nitride interphase precipitates in vanadium microalloyed steels. They found that for a given transformation temperature, the intersheet spacings of alloys FeVCN and FeVN were much smaller than those of FeVC, and that the nitrides and carbonitride particles did not coarsen to the same extent as carbides.

Random precipitation from supersaturated ferrite

Homogeneous precipitation of carbides, nitrides and carbonitrides in ferrite, has been proposed by K. H. Jack to follow a sequence analogous to that occurring during the ageing of Al–4%Cu. This sequence is zones\( \rightarrow \) intermediate phase(s)\( \rightarrow \) equilibrium phase. While the early stages of precipitation of have been the subject of many investigations, the proposed solute segregation or clustering to develop zones, is still far from being universally accepted for precipitation in commercially processed steels. Most of this work was carried out on alloys other than Fe–V–N, but provides valuable evidence which is equally true for the vanadium alloy. The constant activity nitriding work of Speirs and Driver provides strong evidence for homogeneous precipitation of coherent metastable disc shaped zones on\{100\}mat ferrite planes of the Fe–Mo–N system, which showed the ‘tweed’ appearance in electron micrographs and streaking of the matrix electron diffraction patterns in the \( \langle 100 \rangle \) directions. The TEM and later FIM experiments show that Fe, Mo and N atoms are assembled in mixed substitutional interstitial atom zones produced by clustering, similar to GP zones in Al–Cu alloys. The zones were 10–15 nm in diameter and 0.6–0.9 nm in thickness, with an interparticle spacing of 5–15 nm and a density of \( 10^{15–10^{17}} \) cm\(^{-3} \). Coherency strain fields were developed between the zones and the matrix which were interstitial in character, indicating that the matrix was compressed on either side of the platelet. The zones were shown to have lattice dimensions normal to the plate face which were \( \sim 10 \pm 5\% \) greater than the ferrite matrix. Extensive FIM have been used to study GP zones in Fe–N alloys. Here, images of a single \{100\} layer zone contained randomly distributed nitrogen atoms and double layer zones, in which nitrogen atoms locally ordered as in the \( \gamma^* \)-Fe\(_{16}\) \( \gamma \) structure, were obtained. This followed the previous work on the structure of Fe–Ti–N by D. H. Jack and Driver who explored the tweed structure by high resolution TEM and computer imaging. He estimated the zone thickness from diffraction streaking, included two iron atom planes which together with the Ti–N plane, gave a three layer zone with two 0.194 nm interplanar spacings. There was no evidence for dislocation formation accompanying the formation of coherent plates. Also, both TEM and modelling evidence pointed to a periodic distribution of plates which strongly suggested a spinodal decomposition mechanism close to the spinodal point, or classical coherent homogeneous nucleation accompanied by periodic alignment as a result of tetragonal distortion. More recently, Chechenin et al. used a variety of techniques to study nitrided iron alloys which provided evidence for the formation of mixed Fe–Ti–N GP zones observed after the early stages of nitriding. As in previous work, it was concluded that the GP-like cluster may contain more N atoms than Ti atoms. The presence of these coherent clusters enhances the dilution of the matrix.

Zones have also been reported following nitriding of other ferritic alloys such as Fe–Nb, Fe–Cr, Fe–Ti, Fe–V and Fe–W. Phillips and Pope showed that ion nitriding or constant activity nitriding respectively, of Fe–V alloys gave a high hardness due to the fine dispersion of discs \( \sim 1 \) nm thick and 4–6 nm diameter, precipitated on \{100\}. However, the latter authors were also unable to decide from the experimental evidence whether the first stage of homogeneous precipitation consisted of very thin VN platelets or of Fe–V–N disc
shaped clusters. To date, zones have not been indisputably identified in hot rolled microalloyed steels.

The carbides, nitrides and carbonitrides of the transition metals which precipitate homogeneously from supersaturated ferrite matrix are predicted to be coherent in their earliest stages of existence. Estimates of the particle misfit strain to which coherency is retained are given in Table 3 based on the cube-on-edge orientation relationship given above, and the ratio of $\varepsilon_2/\varepsilon_1$ for VC, $\sim 15$ is that shown in Fig. 4.

Table 3 shows that vanadium carbide and nitride have the smaller calculated misfits, and therefore retain coherency to a larger particle size than other transition metal carbides and nitrides. This is based on the premise that coherency is initially lost when the difference in the lattice spacing between the particle and the matrix at their interface exceeds 50%, and an interface dislocation takes up the mismatch which is too great to be accommodated by elastic strain fields.

$V_4C_3$ can form as platelets lying on (100) $\alpha$-Fe planes. The ‘configuration’ of V and Fe atoms in (100) $\alpha$-Fe planes indicates excellent coherency between [200] $V_4C_3$ and [110] $\alpha$-Fe with $\sim 3\%$ mismatch. However, in the planes [001] $V_4C_3$ and [001] $\alpha$-Fe perpendicular, the lattice misfit is $\sim 30\%$. This theoretically limits coherency in the two planes to dimensions of $\sim 6$ nm and $\sim 0.4$ nm respectively, which is why the precipitates are frequently reported in the platelet morphology. 77,79,90

Thin foil observations of strain fields associated with precipitation of carbides, nitrides and carbonitrides, has been reported for vanadium containing steels. 79,89,108 Unlike those observations reported for Cu–Co (Ref. 109) and Al–Cu (Ref. 110) alloys, where spherical coherent precipitates produce the double lobe contrast. Sass et al. 111 studied the strain fields arising from non-spherical particles and observed a ‘notch’ or arrowhead shape with a line of no contrast, and/or an asymmetric image, both features being matched by appropriate computer simulated maps. Their micrographs of material containing cuboidal NiTi particles, show very similar contrast to that developed with platelets of vanadium carbide, 108 identified in a steel of composition 0.10C–1.5Mn–0.13V–0.006N (wt-%) (Fig. 11). The steel was solution treated at 1325 K for 1 h and then cooled to rates in the range 2 K s$^{-1}$ to $3 \times 10^{-2}$ K s$^{-1}$. The density of strain fields increased with decreasing cooling rate. Problems arising from the perturbation of the optical properties of the objective lens due to the large amount of ferromagnetic material in the thin foil, severely restricted contrast experiments which depended on extensive tilting of the specimens. As a result it was not possible to distinguish strain fields arising from coherency from those developed as a result of thermal strain. The controversy over coherent versus incoherent plate-like precipitates of $V_4C_3$ centres around the streaking observed on diffraction patterns. The streaking is due to the relaxation of one of the Laue conditions, which can occur when a thin platelet is oriented with the thin dimension approximately perpendicular to the electron beam direction. If the matrix spots are streaked, then the beam is diffracted from the lattice planes of the precipitate with a similar interplanar spacing to the matrix. On the other hand, when the streaking occurs well away from the matrix spots, the interplanar spacing of precipitate planes giving rise to diffraction is different from that of the matrix, and confirms that the precipitate is incoherent. Davenport 112 examined apparent contradictory statements given in a number of publications. 42,43,113 He showed that in his vanadium steels, the arced reflections originated from an epitaxial oxide ($Fe_{2}O_{3}$) layer on the surface of the foil, as identified by Keown and Dyson 114 and not from (111) $V_4C_3$ zones as previously thought. Furthermore, Davenport 112 pointed out that the $d_{440}$ oxide $= 0.1484$ nm, $d_{220} V_4C_3 = 0.1474$ nm and $d_{220} \alpha$-Fe $= 0.143$ nm. Tekin and Kelly 42,43 used arced reflections, well away from the matrix $\alpha$-Fe reflections, to study the early stages of precipitation of $V_4C_3$, and their published diffraction patterns show these to be the $d_{220} Fe_{2}O_{3}$ reflections. By careful choice of reciprocal lattice planes and tilting about [110] direction, Davenport 112 was able to separate the $V_4C_3$ relrods streak, produced by a thin precipitate causing a relaxation of one Laue condition, and the $\alpha$-Fe reflection. However, the exact mode of formation in the initial stages of precipitation is still debateable. Early TEM work on tempered steels led to
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**Table 3** Estimates of precipitate/$\alpha$-Fe misfit for microalloyed carbides and nitrides*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>‘a’ ASTM, nm</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_1$</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_2$</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_2/\varepsilon_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NbC</td>
<td>0.4470</td>
<td>0.0650</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NbN</td>
<td>0.4388</td>
<td>0.0526</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiC</td>
<td>0.4285</td>
<td>0.0435</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiN</td>
<td>0.4240</td>
<td>0.0293</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>8.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
<td>0.4154</td>
<td>0.0162</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>15.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN</td>
<td>0.4130</td>
<td>0.0124</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>19.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*$\varepsilon_1$ is the misfit at interface between (110)$\alpha$Fe and (200)compound while $\varepsilon_2$ is the misfit at interface between (100)$\alpha$Fe and (100)compound in accordance with Ref. 14.
the suggestion that \( V_2C_3 \) in steels formed coherently.\(^{37,39}\) Smith and Nutting\(^{37}\) considered the possibility that the precipitation might be preceded by the formation of vanadium enriched zones, similar to GP zones observed in Al-4\%Cu alloys.\(^{115}\) This was later considered to be unlikely due the high affinity of V for C.\(^{116}\) Others claimed that GP zones form in bcc iron alloys\(^{117-119}\) and it was suggested\(^{113,120}\) that spherical zones rich in vanadium\(^{127}\) occur before the precipitation of \( V_2C_3 \). However, it is highly unlikely that coherent precipitation will be the only type of precipitates in tempered steels due to high density of quenched- in dislocations providing ample sites for heterogeneous nucleation.\(^{42,43,121,122}\)

Obtaining evidence for this hypothesis resulted in a substantial amount of electron microscopy and electron diffraction commencing in the 1960s.\(^{35,37,42}\) Several papers have reported arcs \( V_2C_3 \) reflections. Smith\(^{123}\) pointed out that arcng also implied random as well as preferred orientation and argued that this observation coupled with that of high dislocation densities could be explained by the presence of precipitation on dislocations. This was confirmed by thin foil studies. Morales \( et\) \( al.\)\(^{124}\) used TEM techniques to study carbonitride precipitation in commercial vanadium steels containing 0-37 wt-%C. They reported that carbonitride particles were found in both the pro-eutectoid and the pearlitic ferrite phases. However, they found no evidence of strain field contrast and argued that the particles must be incoherent, despite the size of the smallest, ~2 nm, which are predicted by others to be coherent. Most of the particles examined were from interphase precipitation. Morales \( et\) \( al.\)\(^{124}\) are of the opinion that all the strengthening particles in this steel precipitated in austenite.

Much of the work involving pearlitic transformations has been concerned with the partitioning of solute, and it has been shown by APFIM studies, that in a continuously cooled pearlitic steel, Cr, Mn and V were found to partition to the pearlitic cementite, whereas Si partitioned to ferrite.\(^{125}\) Furthermore, He and Edmonds found that VC precipitated in pearlitic ferrite.\(^{67}\)

In most ferrite grains, the random dispersions of small V(C,N) precipitates in hot rolled steels have the morphology of thin plates. They display variants of the B–N orientation relationship.\(^{14}\)

**Effect of vanadium on ferrite grain size and (martensite–austenite) MA phase**

The development of a fine ferrite grain size in the range 5–10 \( \mu m \), is essential in producing an HSLA steel with high strength and good toughness. Vanadium carbide, nitride and carbonitride particles are known to pin austenite grain boundaries (Fig. 8), and on transformation, a fine ferrite grain structure develops. In addition, there is strong evidence to show that small quantities of vanadium in structural steels produce a significant refinement in the final ferrite microstructure, through both enhancement of the nucleation of grain boundary ferrite and by intragranular nucleation of ferrite.\(^{126}\)

Hernandez \( et\) \( al.\)\(^{126}\) evaluated both mechanisms for two vanadium steels, and their experiments ‘confirmed that refinement was due to the enhancement of ferrite nucleation through particle simulated nucleation mechanisms, while the second mechanism, the influence of vanadium in slowing down the austenite-ferrite transformation kinetics, was of minor consequence. Intragranular nucleation of ferrite takes place at relatively late stages during transformation and contributes to the refinement of the microstructure by increasing the number of grains’. This additional nucleation arises from the formation of ferrite idiomorphs on particles inside the austenite grains. These idiomorphic particles were observed to include TiO\(_2\), CuS, and in vanadium HSLA steels, complex Mn\(_{3+}\)V(C,N) particles, similar to those seen in Fig. 5. The contribution of this additional ferrite was calculated to produce a 2 to 3 \( \mu m \) reduction in the final ferrite grain size. The role of complex Mn\(_{3+}\)V(C,N) particles in nucleating intragranular ferrite was also considered by Ishikawa \( et\) \( al.\).\(^{127}\) A reduction in the nucleus/matrix interfacial energy was highlighted as important. Of three steels containing:

(i) 0.25 wt-%C, 0.023 wt-%N
(ii) 0.25 wt-%C, 0.13 wt-%V, 0.002 wt-%N
(iii) 0.25 wt-%C, 0.13 wt-%V, 0.021 wt-%N,

only steel (iii) contained intragranular ferrite idiomorphs nucleated on vanadium nitride precipitates in the austenite matrix. The VN particles were in turn nucleated on MnS inclusions. SAED showed that the intragranular ferrite had a B–N orientation relationship with the VN particles precipitated on MnS, both types of particles being ‘identified’ by TEM/SAED. However, the chemical composition of the precipitates was not established, so the fraction of carbon in the ‘vanadium nitride’ particles is unknown and its importance or otherwise, not clear.\(^{128}\) Kimura \( et\) \( al.\)\(^{128}\) studied the intragranular ferrite nucleation associated with VN precipitates, and found that increasing the nitrogen content from 0.003 to 0.013 wt-%, in 0.13 wt-%C, 1-4 wt-%Mn, 0.06 wt-%V steels reheated at 1200\( ^\circ\)C, cooled to 950\( ^\circ\)C at 1 \( K\) s\(^{-1}\), and then cooled to room temperature at 0-1 \( K\) s\(^{-1}\), decreased the ferrite grain size while increasing the number density. The increase in the nitrogen content apparently enhanced the intragranular ferrite. However, the grain boundary ferrite transformation behaviour of the V–N steels was almost the same as that of a conventional TMCP steel. The ferrite transformation occurred first \( >700^\circ\)C on the austenite grain boundaries. At 700\( ^\circ\)C, VN particles began to precipitate, gradually grew in size between 650 and 600\( ^\circ\)C achieving a size to influence intragranular ferrite nucleation. The intragranular ferrite transformation followed the grain boundary ferrite because it was not observed until temperatures were <675\( ^\circ\)C. One explanation proposed for the effective heterogeneous nucleation of ferrite by inclusions was that a low lattice mismatch, associated with a low interfacial energy, promoted nucleation. This is certainly the case with VN particles and ferrite (Table 3). Support for this proposal is found in the work of Furuhara \( et\) \( al.\),\(^{129}\) who calculated the chemical component of the interphase boundary energy between austenite or ferrite and VC, VN and MnS. They showed that VC and VN had a low interfacial energy with respect to ferrite, but relatively high interfacial energies with respect to austenite for the (001)\(_{V\,(C,N)}\) boundary compared with MnS. These results supported their experimental observations that MnS alone was not an effective nucleation site for ferrite idiomorphs. MnS + VC, showed a slight improvement, but MnS + VN
provided the most effective site.\textsuperscript{129} While a fine polygonal ferrite microstructure was the ultimate aim for processed HSLA steels, the development of an acicular ferrite microstructure in plate steels has been explored. For HSLA steels cooled at high rates, about 4–11 K s\textsuperscript{−1}, acicular ferrite forms. This is a microstructure comprising fine interwoven ferrite laths or plates associated with improved toughness over other forms of transformation products and first recognised in HSLA steels weld metal and heat affected zone (HAZ). The mechanism of acicular ferrite nucleation, initially considered to be due to weld metal oxide inclusions and other nucleants, has been discussed in many papers, including that by Lee et al.\textsuperscript{130} However, the exact mechanism remains unclear.\textsuperscript{67} There is evidence that additions of vanadium may promote the formation of an acicular ferrite microstructure and improve toughness.\textsuperscript{131} More recent work by He and Edmonds\textsuperscript{67} studied a series of V–N steels, and considered in particular, the effect of composition and heat treatment on microstructure, including the ratio of oxygen and nitrogen concentration of inclusions. They ‘did not find any significant evidence that inclusion assisted nucleation was the sole determining factor in producing acicular ferrite. No evidence could be found to relate vanadium alloying to significant vanadium nitride precipitation, either separately, or associated with the inclusions’. However, ‘evidence for vanadium segregation in the microstructure was found’. The presence of the martensite retained austenite phase (MA phase) is well known to have a deleterious effect on weld metal toughness.\textsuperscript{132} Hart and Mitchell\textsuperscript{133} showed that steels with up to 0–20 wt-%V had no adverse effect on the weld metal HAZ. A detailed assessment of the size and area fraction of the MA phase in microalloyed steels was undertaken by Li et al.\textsuperscript{134} It was shown that with an addition of 0–05 wt-%V, the fraction of MA phase was low, but increased with a 0–11 wt-%V addition, resulting in a deterioration of the intercritical grain coarsening HAZ.

### High nitrogen vanadium steels

Most of the early work on microalloy steels in the UK was aimed at austenite grain refinement and dispersion strengthening through the precipitation of carbides.\textsuperscript{1,85,91,135–137} However in Germany a different approach was followed, in which high nitrogen vanadium steels with >0–01 wt-%N, and aluminium–vanadium nitrogen steels were explored as a means of producing weldable structural steels. It was expected that the main vanadium compounds would be high nitrogen carbonitrides rather than carbides. The early work is summarised by Wiester et al.\textsuperscript{138} They determined, by chemical means, the concentrations of vanadium and aluminium combined with nitrogen. At the lowest levels used in their laboratory casts, 0–011 wt-%Al, after a normalising treatment of 30 min at 930°C, following a solution treatment at 1350°C for times up to 2 h, found that almost all the 0–018 wt-%N was combined with the 0–14 wt-%V in the steel. König et al.\textsuperscript{139} investigated precipitation in steels with 0–2 wt-%C, 1–5 wt-%Mn, 0–018–0–025 wt-%N, 0–010–0–152 wt-%Al and 0–02–0–47 wt-%V. Using chemical techniques, they analysed carbides and nitrides extracted electrolytically from their alloys, to determine the total nitrogen and nitrogen combined with aluminium, and were able to show that with increasing annealing temperatures, between 500°C and 1350°C, aluminium nitride formed at the expense of vanadium nitride. In alloys without aluminium additions, only 60% of the nitrogen combined with vanadium in the as cast alloy, and the percentage of VN formed reached a maximum after annealing at 750°C, decreasing above 800°C and approaching zero around 1100°C. A second series of experiments, undertaken by Konig et al.\textsuperscript{139} examined the situation after austenitising at 1350°C and transferring directly to a furnace in the range 500–1350°C. The samples were then water quenched after holding for times of 1, 3 or 6 h. In the V–Al steel, the VN content was found to be small after holding in the austenitic phase, but increased with decreasing temperature, reaching a peak value after 1 h holding in the ferrite phase at 600°C. The steels containing vanadium, but without aluminium, showed peaks in the percentage precipitation at 1100°C in austenite and at 700°C in ferrite, both peaks apparently being unaffected by the holding time of between 1 and 6 h.\textsuperscript{139} Further research was undertaken by Vogels et al.\textsuperscript{140} who decarburised their alloys to eliminate possible effects from carbides. They explored both direct cooling and hot rolling conditions. A rapid combination of vanadium and nitrogen was found after oil quenching from 1350°C to room temperature. Electron micrographs of precipitates extracted on to carbon replicas was presented as proof that vanadium nitride precipitated in the as rolled steel. The higher stability of nitrides than carbides was also one of the main reasons for the approach used by Baker,\textsuperscript{77,141} in his attempt to promote the precipitation of vanadium nitrides in controlled rolled vanadium steels by restricting the carbon content to ~0–03% with >0–01%N and up to 0–11%V. All of the morphologies of precipitate described above were observed in his work, but the yield strength, despite some finishing rolling temperatures being in the ferrite phase field, was low. This research was an early study of the relationship between steel composition, processing, particularly varying the finishing rolling temperature, microstructure and properties of microalloyed steels.

The effect of nitrogen on the transformation kinetics in vanadium steels was investigated by Ballinger and Honeycombe.\textsuperscript{76,99} Their choice of composition was dictated by the ability to theoretically take all the VN into solution at 1400°C. They compared three alloys, FeVC, FeVCN and FeVN. All contained ~0–27 wt-%V, with a maximum N of 0–032 wt-% and maximum of 0–05 wt-%C. The alloys were isothermally transformed over the temperature range 700 to 850°C. Fibres, interphase and random precipitation nucleated on dislocations were observed, as were microtwins, first reported by Baker,\textsuperscript{142} which were associated with high nitrogen vanadium steels. Also finer precipitate dispersions were observed in the nitrogen containing alloys. These were explained by the observation that nitrogen accelerated the γ→α transformation over the entire temperature range in the FeVCN and FeVN alloys compared with the FeVC alloy. The coarsening of VC particles in ferrite was reported by Schwartz and Ralph\textsuperscript{143} in an Fe–2V–0–2C (wt-%) alloy when treated at temperatures 600–690°C. They found a (time)\textsuperscript{1/2} kinetics, which they equated to an interface reaction.
Later work by Dunlop and Honeycombe studied a Fe–0.4V–0.08C wt-% at 725°C. They established the importance of dislocations in a (time)\(^{1/5}\) kinetics. This work was extended by Ballinger and Honeycombe who compared the particle coarsening behaviour between VC and VN particles using the alloys studied earlier together with two additional alloys. The coarsening rates were ranked in ascending order as VN=V(CN)<VC. A changeover in the particle kinetics was found from (time)\(^{1/5}\) to (time)\(^{1/2}\). They proposed that coarsening through pipe diffusion along static dislocations was responsible for the (time)\(^{1/2}\) particle kinetics.

An investigation into the influence of vanadium and nitrogen on recrystallisation following compression testing in the range 800–900°C was carried out by Crooks et al. They established that the rate of both dynamic and static work hardening increased with decreasing temperature and increasing vanadium content from 0-10 to 0-21 wt-%. Dynamic hardening was considered to be due to precipitation on austenite grain boundaries, and at lower temperatures, on the substructure of the deformed austenite. On the other hand, static hardening was produced by matrix precipitation of high nitrogen vanadium carbonitrides.

The Swedish Institute of Metals has a long history of investigating vanadium steels. Their work followed a thermodynamic analysis of the Fe–V–C–N system which predicted that for V microalloyed steels containing less than 0.2 wt-%C and normal levels of N, most of the V precipitated during random decomposition in γ or α as particles having a composition close to VN. The experimental work involved hot compression testing as a means of simulating hot rolling. Both the nitrogen content and the cooling rate during simulated controlled rolling were shown to have a significant effect on the dispersion strengthening component of the yield strength (Fig. 12). Zajac confirmed many of the conclusions reached earlier by Ballinger and Honeycombe. They studied the effect of nitrogen in microalloyed steels with 0.05 or 0.011 wt-%V after either isothermal transformation or continuous cooling through the γ→α transformation. It was shown that the principal factors influencing the size distribution of V(C,N) precipitates were the nitrogen content and the ratio of N/V; a high N (>0.01) manifested itself in a smaller average particle size, a smaller interparticle spacing and a greater resistance to coarsening. It was concluded that these factors were related to the lower V solubility in ferrite for steels with high N levels. In addition to interface precipitation observed in conjunction with proeutectoid (~ 800°C) or polygonal ferrite (700–750°C), random precipitates nucleated mainly on dislocations in Widmanstätten ferrite after isothermal transformation <700°C, were seen. Strain fields attributed to coherent precipitates were observed, and in high nitrogen steels, microtwins were reported. These latter features were not discussed in any detail. It was suggested by Bepari that precipitation from supersaturated ferrite, following the γ→α transformation, resulted in uniformly distributed high nitrogen VCN precipitates, whereas VC precipitated preferentially on ferrite grain boundaries, increasing embrittlement. He also found that high nitrogen VCN precipitates contributed not only to a greater strength but also had a less detrimental effect on impact transition temperature and upper shelf energy than low nitrogen V(C,N) precipitates. A comparison of the particle coarsening behaviour of VN and TiN was undertaken by Gladman, who explored the influence of prior or initial particle sizes of 2 and 10 μm at 900 and 1100°C for times of 30 min to 4 h. His calculations indicated that VN has a more rapid rate of coarsening than TiN at both prior particle sizes. This was explained through the difference in solute concentration; the soluble Ti is ~10\(^3\) less in the Ti steel than is the soluble V in the V steel on which the comparison was based. Gladman includes a useful table of diffusion data pertinent to microalloyed steels.

**Multimicroalloyed steels**

The combined alloying of V with Ti, V with Nb, or V with both Ti and Nb has been explored for many years, as has the combination of Al and V. Following Goldschmidt’s conclusion in discussing multi-alloying that, with only a few exceptions, the transition metal carbides and nitrides are mutually soluble, it would be expected that the mutual solubility would also to be observed in the chemical analysis of mixed carbonitrides in steels. The rational behind the multi-alloying approach in microalloyed steels was to utilise both the greater solubility in austenite of VN and VC compared with TiN or NbCN, and exploit the very stable particles, particularly TiN, for grain refinement of austenite, combined with the substantial dispersion strengthening provided by vanadium. NbCN can provide both austenite grain refinement and dispersion strengthening. The austenite grain refinement or conditioning during controlled rolling, is due to the ability of the microalloying addition to generate sufficiently large pinning forces to retard the motion of crystalline defects such as dislocations, subgrain boundaries and grain boundaries during recovery and recrystallisation. Siwecki et al. studied four 0.14 wt-%C, 1.2–1.6 wt-%Mn steels with ~0.01 wt-%Ti and 0.03 to 0.13 wt-%V. Three of the steels contained 0.011 wt-%N and the fourth, 0.023 wt-%N. It was found that the addition of Ti resulted in (Ti,V)N particles precipitating in austenite which may have occurred by coprecipitation of VN nucleating on existing TiN particles, as shown in Fig. 5. Chemical analysis indicated a compositional gradient which shows that the interior of the particle is rich in Ti while the exterior was rich in V. It was found that fast cooling, such as that experienced during...
continuous casting, prevented excessive growth of TiN particles, which were then suitable as nucleants for austenite grain refining. It was proposed that ‘the rather weak effect of vanadium on the kinetics of static recrystallisation >900°C is desirable from the point of view of effective grain refinement via recrystallisation hot rolling, in that recrystallisation can proceed to completion at a sufficiently low temperature, which is not always the case for Ti–Nb steels.’ However, the dispersion strengthening was lower in Ti–V–N steels than V–N, due to the presence of V in the (Ti,V)N grain refining particles reducing that available for precipitation as VN, following the γ→α transformation. Similar results were found by Zeng et al. There are several other reports of a reduction in strength of V–Ti steels when compared with a corresponding V steels. In cast 0–10V–0–02Ti (wt-%) steels,153 the formation of large TiN particles at high temperatures was considered to be responsible for the reduction in yield strength of ~35 MPa, compared with a corresponding 0–09 wt-%V steel, by removing nitrogen in the formation of TiN particles and therefore decreasing the driving force for the development of a high density of fine dispersion strengthening VN precipitates. A similar effect was found in a study of TSDC 0–06 wt-%C steels where, following reheating at 1050°C, despite the smaller ferrite grain size of an 0–1V–0–010Ti–0–017N (wt-%) steel, a reduction in yield strength of 84 MPa was recorded compared with a 0–1V–0–02N (wt-%) steel.154 With a 0–1V–0–03Nb–0–007Ti (wt-%) steel, the reduction in yield strength was 70 MPa.154 The comparison of V and V–Nb steels usually shows that an addition of about 0–03–0–04 wt-%Nb results in a gain in yield strength but a loss in toughness. No improvement in strength was found in increasing the Nb content to 0–08 wt-% in acceleroted cooled steels.155 This decrease in dispersion strengthening also occurred in Ti–Nb–V–N steels.154 A series of papers156–159 have compared in detail the precipitate morphologies and compositions of steels containing ~0–09C–0–017Ti–0–016Nb–0–044V (wt-%) with ~0–07C–0–044V (wt-%) steels. Unfortunately, the N and Si levels were not given. It was observed that coarse carbonitrides precipitated at grain boundaries and fine precipitates to accelerate the precipitation in the matrix. EDX was used to chemically analyse the precipitates and the data claims an accuracy of 1%. In the Ti–Nb–V steel, ~70 triplex and ~40 duplex particles were analysed. The triplex carbides/carbinitrides with a fine/narrow morphology were 10–20 nm in size and had a spectral ratio (SR) of Ti0.5Nb0.5V0.07, spherical/regular, 20–45 nm in size with SR of Ti0.48Nb0.5V0.14 and cuboids, 45–70 nm, SR of Ti0.48Nb0.4V0.1. None of the duplex precipitates157 had an SR with V>0–31. All these precipitates were described as carbonitrides. Evidence of some particles with a Ti core and VN Nb shell was presented.157 In a latter paper,158 again using EDX, the particles were described as having a core of (V,Nb,Ti)N and a shell of (V,Nb,Ti,C). The authors noted that the density of precipitation in the Ti–Nb–V steel was significantly higher than in the V steel,157 but surprisingly, the difference in yield stress between the two steels was only 12 MPa.156 Many of the microstructural features observed in low carbon multimicroalloyed steels are also present in steels with medium carbon levels 0–3 to 0–40 wt-%C.160,161 An important paper by Priekyl et al.161 investigated an 0–009Ti–0–097V–0–011N (wt-%) steel, describing the particle morphology after casting and after processing to billet and bar. Particle compositions were analysed by EDX and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), and the data compared with that predicted from thermodynamic models. They found that nitride and carbide reactions were separate events in both isothermally and continuously cooled samples. Mixed (Ti,V)1–xN nitrides were formed in as cast, isothermally heat treated and commercially processed alloys. In the as cast state, (Ti,V)N dendrites ~600 nm and (Ti,V)N cuboidal ~15 nm particles with spherical <10 nm, (possibly) VN3 particles were replaced by (Ti,V)N cuboidal about 57–115 nm particles, one such EELS analysis being (Ti0.75V0.3)N, and <10 nm spherical (possibly) VN3 particles. No evidence for mixed CN particles was found in this work, a conclusion supported by their modelling, but the Ti rich core/VN3 shell particle structure was observed. The wide ranging and detailed review of niobium microalloyed steels undertaken by DeArdo162 unfortunately does not include a discussion of multialoying.

**Methods for analysis chemical composition of vanadium precipitates in microalloyed steels**

The detailed chemical composition of carbides and nitride particles in microalloyed steels, in particular the carbon and nitrogen percentages, has long been a goal for researchers. The most convenient method of analysis, using EDX analysis, is capable of detection of the elements, but the resolution of the detectors is such that quantitative analysis is not possible. While TEM studies are still valuable for understanding precipitation processes, the atom probe has been used increasingly to follow the role of alloying elements during the precipitation of carbide phases in steels.162–165 This subject has been reviewed by Thompson,165 who concentrated on the characterisation of carbides present in higher alloyed steels, including those complex carbides precipitating in secondary hardening creep resisting steels. Several papers based on atom probe work, report a chemical composition of VC0.84 for precipitates in vanadium containing steels subject to long ageing times, which were used to closely approach or reach an equilibrium state.162,166–168 Usually these precipitates were considered to be interphase precipitates. Dunlop and Turner 162 used an atom probe to study precipitates as small as 2 nm in size in a model Ti–V alloy, following isothermal transformation for 15 min at 725°C. A precipitate composition of 0–45V–0–55Ti–0–84C (wt-%) was recorded. Fe peaks were also observed, which were considered to originate from within the precipitates. Another combined APFIM and TEM study of fine precipitates in a microalloyed steel, albeit in a Nb steel, was undertaken by Burke et al.164 A satisfactory correlation between the particle size distributions using each technique was found. Using APFIM, particles with an average diameter of 1 nm, which was below the resolution limit of the TEM, were imaged. These constituted 80% of the total particles observed in the FIM distributions, were considered to nucleate randomly in ferrite and to make a significant contribution to strengthening.
However, the APFIM technique is only available in a few laboratories, and the probability of observing a particle in the small FIM specimen is low, which means that the statistics of particle size and distribution is poor. The application of EELS to provide a reliable level of chemical analysis has made progress over the past two decades. Crooks et al. used a range of techniques, which included EELS, to characterise V(C,N) and (V,Nb)(C,N) precipitates in microalloyed steels. They showed clearly that in a steel with 0.1 wt.%C, 0.1 wt.%V and 0.025 wt.%N, particles of both compounds nucleated on austenite grain boundaries, were present as ~70 nm sized cuboids, and those which nucleated on the austenite matrix substructure, <15 nm in size, contained a high concentration of N. However, they used mainly carbon replicas to extract the particles, and were therefore unable to eliminate the possibility that the particles contained some C, which was estimated to be <20 wt.%. The use of aluminium replicas did not appear to eradicate this problem due to the possibility of hydrocarbon contamination. Particles in a second series of steels containing both V and Nb were studied. Again both grain boundary and matrix nucleated particles were present. Both classes of particles were (V,Nb)(C,N) compounds, supporting the predictions that mutual solubility of the pure binary carbides and nitrides also applied to these compounds when precipitated in steels. Other work on analysing small vanadium carbides highlighted the problems of working with particles on extraction replicas and using a serial EELS acquisition method. The carbon signal arising from the amorphous carbon (a-C) replica limited the accuracy of the data, as did specimen drift and contamination.

Following Garrett-Reed and changing the replica material to aluminium or silicon also encountered problems. The development of parallel electron energy loss spectroscopy (PEELS) improved the acquisition of data, and this, combined with the ability to differentiate between the contribution to the carbon analysis from a-C of the carbon extraction replica and the crystalline carbon from the extracted carbide (c-C), improved the level of accuracy of the compositional analysis of the carbide and nitride particles. Using this technique to understand the evolution of precipitation in a series of six low carbon (~0.06 wt.%V) vanadium based microalloyed steels manufactured by a laboratory simulated direct charged thin slab process, gave useful information on the chemical composition of particles >4 nm in size using carbon extraction replicas. All six steels contained ~0.1 wt.%V. Steel V was a baseline steel with ~0.007 wt.%N. Steel V–N had a higher level of ~0.02 wt.%N. Steel V–Ti contained ~0.01 wt.%Ti and ~0.017 wt.%N. The three remaining steels had ~0.01 wt.%N, with steel V–Nb having 0.03 wt.%Nb, steel V–Nb–Ti having 0.03 wt.%Nb and 0.007 wt.%Ti and V–Zr having 0.008 wt.%Zr. Figure 13 shows the N/metal ratios for steels V–N, V–Ti and V–Nb are all in the region of 0.8, while those for steel V–Nb–Ti are ~0.65. Allowances for some oxidation of VN to V2O5 leading to an increase in the N content, made little difference. The plot of (N+c-C)/M represents the lower limit for the value of the non-metal to metal ratio of the precipitates. As is explained, adding 0.16 to this value gives the upper limit. The estimated maximum values of (N+c-C)/M is 0.16 in Fig. 13 are ~1.0, except for steel V, where it is 0.9. These values are close to those predicted near to the γ→α transformation temperature, by the corresponding ChemSage modelling for steel V–N, and V–Nb–Ti, and are shown in Fig. 14. However, these analyses are taken from the small precipitates in the final product, which the modelling predicts to contain a significant level of carbon. In fact, the work showed that sub-15 nm particles were nitrogen rich carbonitrides which do not appear to coarsen during the final stages of processing. The carbon extraction replica technique has the advantage of giving good contrast for extracted particles, low background for analysis using PEELS and EDX and no perturbation of the optical properties of the objective lens from the ferromagnetic material in a typical foil specimen. However, there is some uncertainty about the extraction efficiency for the smallest particles, as very few were found with sizes <4 nm. There are some advantages in studying the particles while still in the matrix, which should reduce or remove the potential for particle modification during preparation. A number of methods have been used to investigate fine precipitates in steel and some of these are discussed by Rainforth et al. Several groups have used electron spectroscopic imaging or energy filtered TEM. Hättestrand and Andréén used a combination of energy filtered TEM and APFIM to investigate precipitates of VN in a thin foil via the V signal. More recently, MacKenzie et al. used PEELS and STEM together with a focussed ion beam lift out preparation followed by low energy ion milling which removes a small specimen of foil of a volume insufficient to affect the alignment of the microscope. These authors were able to show that for steel V–N, ~3 nm particles were essentially stoichiometric VN. In an extension of this work, which combined spectral imaging and three-dimensional atom probe studies, Craven et al. again used steel V–N to explore the chemical analysis of particles in the range 2–5 nm, which were rarely extracted by the carbon replica technique. The specimen was prepared by a focussed ion beam using an ex situ lift out, and the resultant lamella was milled in a Gentle Mill. The resultant particle composition was VN0.95±0.03 for particle sizes of <5 nm. In both the spectral imaging and 3-DAP, the particle sizes were clustered below the peak of the size distribution found from the carbon replica areas, as
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seen in Fig. 15, confirming that the efficiency of the replica extraction of small particles is low.\textsuperscript{182} The work also found a significant content of Cr, Mn, Si and C close to the particle, indicating an ‘atmosphere’ of segregated atoms around the particle core.\textsuperscript{182} It should be emphasised that while significant advances have been made in the level of accuracy of the quantitative analysis of light elements in small transition metal carbide and nitride precipitates in microalloyed steel, and in particular VN, the techniques are relatively slow, require a high degree of skill in the preparation of suitable specimens and a considerable understanding of the physics underpinning the chosen analytical methods. The transforming of raw data to give an accurate analysis involves a number of correction factors, so the particle chemical analysis at this level is anything but routine.

**Effect of vanadium during processing by continuous casting, controlled rolling and thin slab direct rolling of microalloyed steels**

**Continuous casting transverse cracking**

One of the main problems encountered in slabs of microalloyed steels produced by a continuous casting process is that of transverse cracking, which manifests itself as fine cracks penetrating up to 5–8 mm below the surface of the slab. The cracking is associated with the straightening operation which occurs at 700–1000°C, a temperature range in which steel is known to exhibit a minimum ductility in hot tensile laboratory tests, usually as percentage reduction in area (% RA). The cracks have been shown to be intergranular, meandering along the prior austenite grain boundaries. This topic of hot ductility related to transverse cracking has been reviewed up to 1991 by Mintz et al.,\textsuperscript{183} who have made a significant contribution in this area, particularly in work on niobium steels. Peritectic steels containing Nb are very prone to transverse cracking during the straightening operation in both conventional,\textsuperscript{184,185} and TSDR processing.\textsuperscript{186} It is now well established that niobium precipitates as NbCN at austenite grain boundaries preventing dynamic recrystallisation and encouraging grain boundary sliding, leading to a low ductility intergranular failure.\textsuperscript{187} Far less work has been undertaken on vanadium HSLA steels. The work reported by Mintz and Arrowsmith\textsuperscript{184} showed that vanadium behaved in similar manner to plain C–Mn steels, which show good ductility. However, Mintz and Abushosha\textsuperscript{188} found that if the product of vanadium and nitrogen weight percentage exceeds 1.2×10\textsuperscript{-3}, corresponding to a steel composition of 0.1 wt-%V and 0.012 wt-%N, then the ductility levels approached the low values of % RA exhibited by a steel containing 0.03 wt-%Nb. In both steels, this was accompanied by a significant volume fraction of fine particles. With a composition of 0.05V–0.005N (wt-%), little precipitation was observed, and the steel exhibited corresponding higher RA values. A more recent study by Mohamed,\textsuperscript{187} who provided a useful succinct review of the literature,
higher solubility in austenite of VN than NbCN. Location of the particles. Another reason for the reduced ductility of the Nb steel (28%) was that increasing the V content lowered the minimum ductility of the Nb steel (28%). It was concluded that VN particles are less detrimental to hot ductility than NbCN, probably because NbCN are finer and precipitate preferentially at austenite grain boundaries, which indicated the importance of size and location of the particles. Another reason for the reduced effect on hot ductility is considered to be due to the higher solubility in austenite of VN than NbCN. In most of the above work, the precipitates were extracted on to carbon replicas to carry out TEM, but the research did not involve chemical analysis of the particles. Therefore the C and N contents of the particles were unknown and it was not known if vanadium was present as VN or VCN. However the general trend of the results provided by Mohamed et al. give encouragement for the replacement of Nb by V, in cases where transverse cracking is a problem. This is also supported by the study of Banks et al. which considered steel compositions typical of those used in TSDR processing, where the C percentage is reduced to ~0.05% to avoid the peritectic reaction during casting. As explained, ‘in conventional cold charging, test scarifying is a common operation to remove small surface defects inherited from casting. The processing of thin slabs by the hot charging routine precludes surface inspection and a defect free surface is a prime requirement for economic production’. Thus the straightening of thin slabs of microalloyed steels must be maintained at temperatures in excess of those, below which the ductility deteriorates. Stress relaxation test of in situ melted V–N, V–Nb, and V–Nb–N steels was used, and again the ductility of 0.87 wt.%V and 0.83V–0.015Nb (wt-%) steels was found to be superior to 0.038 wt.%Nb steels. The most critical factor was considered to be the upper temperature at which the ductility deteriorates, since bending of the steels must be completed before any part of it (face, edge or corner) falls below this temperature.

Conventional controlled rolled (CCR) steels

As described by Llewellyn, the traditional route to a fine grain size in ferrite pearlite structural steels was to incorporate grain refining elements, such as aluminium, and after rolling, to normalise the materials from ~920°C. With the introduction of niobium, which increased strength in the as rolled condition compared to plain carbon steels, a significant reduction in toughness was reported compared with aluminium grain refined steels. However, the microalloyed steels could be normalised to improve their impact properties, but the strength advantage was then forfeited. There was therefore a need for an alternative route to a fine grain size in structural plate which would overcome the cost and strength penalties associated with traditional normalising. It has been known for many years, and described as early as 1928 by Berry, that improvements in the mechanical properties of structural steels could result from rolling to finishing temperatures in the range 1000–800°C, which are lower than those normally used for hot rolling of mild steels. Vanderbeck in 1958, reported that European steels producers, mainly German, were adopting lower than normal finishing temperatures during rolling, to improve mechanical properties. This practice became known as controlled rolling and more recently, thermomechanical processing, which embraces both modified hot rolling and inline accelerated cooling operations. Conventionally, rolling of plain or unalloyed C–Mn steel is carried out at high temperatures to change the shape of the billet, starting at ~1250°C and terminating at >1100°C, which gives sufficient time at high temperatures for grain growth to take place on cooling after rolling. Consequently, the final austenite grain sizes are large and transform to ferrite grains, which at room temperature are usually in the range 50–250 μm diameter. Grange was among the first to point out that the full potential of hot rolling was not being realised and initiated research into the determination of rates of recrystallisation during rolling, considering such variables as the temperature of deformation and amount of deformation per pass. This was at the start of considerable research worldwide, and a full account is given of the situation to 1988 in the book by Tamura et al. Among the main changes were:

(i) the use of lower slab reheating temperatures based on the need to take into solution the microalloying carbides and nitrides but to avoid significant austenite grain growth
(ii) the introduction of a time delay between the roughing and finishing passes to allow the final deformation to be carried out below the recrystallisation start temperature
(iii) lowering of the finish rolling temperatures down to 800°C and an increase in the total reduction below 900°C of up to 30%.

In addition the carbon content was reduced from 0.15 to closer to 0.05%, to lower the percentage of pearlite and
aid weldability by reducing the carbon equivalent. The main purpose of controlled rolling is to refine the microstructure of the steel. This is carried out in stages by deformation in a falling temperature range and the rearrangement and removal of the dislocations is by dynamic and static recovery and recrystallisation of austenite which can result in a small ferrite grain size. To understand the development of microstructure and the relation to properties, the interaction of dislocations, sub and high angle grain boundaries with precipitates of the transition metal carbides and nitrides [carbonitrides], has been studied extensively in niobium steels. However, much less work has been reported on vanadium steels.

Unlike steels with Nb additions, no difference is found in the ferrite grain size for V steels which are formed from unrecrystallised or deformed austenite grains. One of the main explanations for this difference lies in the solubility of Nb and V carbonitrides in austenite. Figure 6 shows the relative recrystallisation stop temperatures for steels with different alloy additions. A 0-04 wt-%Nb steel will form carbonitrides over most of the temperature range in which rolling in austenite takes place. Because of the higher solubility of VCN in austenite, precipitation in a 0-5 wt-%V steel will not commence until the temperature has decreased to ~800°C. In addition, the kinetics of precipitation of VCN in austenite are slow. This means that strain induced precipitation of vanadium carbonitrides in austenite is not an important process in the evolution of microstructure in low N steels. Therefore, for normal austenite, precipitation in a 005–0013 wt-%N steel from a high temperature, precipitation of VN will take place which will block grain growth in austenite, thus producing, a fine grain austenite, which on transformation encourages the formation of fine ferrite grains.

In other work, Brown et al. studied the microstructure of a hot rolled and isothermally held 0-16C–1-3Mn–0-12V–0-21N–0-041Al (wt-%) steel. They found that after soaking at 1288°C and cooling to 1038°C before rolling, only AlN on austenite sub-boundaries was present. Lowering the start rolling to 871°C coincided with copious precipitation of V(C,N) again on austenite sub-boundaries, both compounds being ‘identified’ by SAED. The precipitation in the deformed austenite was considered to indicate that dynamic recrystallisation had occurred. Following three different rolling schedules, a comparison of the influence of vanadium and niobium on the precipitation mode and dislocation substructures was undertaken by Morrison et al. It was found that dispersion strengthening was strongly influenced by nitrogen content and transformation temperature, with large increases as the transformation temperature decreased. Also, when rolling was extended into the ferrite phase field, higher strengths were obtained in the vanadium steels and both interphase and random precipitation were observed.

**Thin slab cast and direct rolling processed steels**

Thin slab casting and direct rolling technology has brought about global changes to the manufacture of hot rolled coil, due to its higher productivity and lower energy requirements. Post-cast processing of thick cast slabs (200–250 mm thickness) of structural steels which use CCR schedules, is usually considered to remove most of the features of the as cast microstructure. In CCR processing, the austenite is metallurgically conditioned by the phase transformation that occurs during slab cooling and reheating. The austenite grain size after soaking and at the start of the rolling process is usually smaller than it was in the original cast slab, being affected by any undissolved inclusions and carbonitrides. However, in the TSDR process, known also as compact strip processing, the as cast product which has a thickness of 50–80 mm, the cooling rates are faster, the equalisation times shorter and the amount of deformation introduced during rolling less than in conventional practice. With TSDR methods, the continuously cast steel is hot rolled following direct charging to an equalisation tunnel furnace, without the intermediate stages of cooling to room temperature before rolling, as in CCR. Therefore the γ→α→γ phase transformation, which takes place during cooling down of the conventional as cast slab to ambient temperature and reheating before rolling, does not occur. With direct charging the initial as cast austenite grains before rolling are considerably coarser than those after reheating with cold charging. Also, some aspects of the microstructural features from the as cast condition are therefore more likely to be inherited in the later stages of processing or even in the final product. For example, the as cast structure prior to rolling is generated at the peritectic transformation temperature, in excess of 1450°C, where equilibrium solubility of microalloyed carbonitrides is very much greater than that at the soaking temperatures used in CCR. Therefore the as cast phase may be more highly supersaturated with respect to microalloying elements than the reheated phase in the CCR processing. This is predicted to have an effect on precipitation during the processing.

Compared with thick slabs, thin slabs are cast at higher speeds, up to 6 m min⁻¹, and the rapid solidification results in reduced secondary dendrite arm spacing, and this in turn reduces the degree of interdendritic segregation. The faster cooling rates may result in an austenite phase which is more supersaturated with alloying elements while the final product may have mechanical and toughness properties which are different from steels which have undergone conventional processing. In addition, the process route, which is depicted schematically in Fig. 17, means that the as cast billet, after shearing, is reheated without transformation to ferrite.

Processing of TSDC was reviewed by Rodriguez-Ibabe. The vanadium steels he considered were all...
studied by Li et al.\textsuperscript{56,176,177} It is of interest to note that no observations of interphase precipitation were recorded in this work. In V–N steel (0-10V–0-022N, wt-%), following a low equalisation treatment at 1050°C, cuboidal precipitates were observed along austenite grain boundaries (Fig. 8). Further work\textsuperscript{154,173} on these carbonitride particles, using PEELS and the procedures discussed above,\textsuperscript{173,174,181} showed that they were essentially nitrides with very little carbon content. They would persist and grow through subsequent processing stages, becoming increasingly V rich thereby depleting bulk V and N levels, before the fine dispersion hardening particles could form. Cuboidal particles containing both V and Nb were also found in a V–Nb–N steel (0-11V–0-03Nb–0-011N, wt-%), after equalisation at 1100°C. They were also found after equalisation at temperatures between 1050 and 1200°C in steel V–Nb–Ti–N. Steels V–Ti–N and V–Nb–Ti–N also contained cruciform or star-like particles (Fig. 18). Around 25 cruciform particles in steel V–Ti–N, were analysed by EDX after equalisation at 1050°C, and gave an average Ti/(Ti+V) atomic ratio of 0-30 which increased to 0-40 after equalisation at 1100°C. Analysis using PEELS on another set of eight cruciforms after the 1100°C equalisation provided the data shown in Fig. 19. Here it can be seen that the N/(V+Ti) atomic ratio for both core and arms were in the range 0-90–1-1, with an average value of 0-99. The average Ti/(Ti+V) atomic ratio was 0-44 compared with 0-40 given above for EDX analysis. These compositional results from the cruciforms show that they are stoichiometric nitrides. Some cruciforms had a core rich in Ti with arms V rich. The Ti level is normally greater in the arms but there were a significant number of cases where it is the same in the core as the arms (Fig. 20).\textsuperscript{177} TiN acting as a core nucleant for V and Nb precipitates is now a well established observation and has attracted some modelling,\textsuperscript{209} based on the N rich core and C rich shell. This approach does not fit the above experimental data but does mirror the results of Hong et al.\textsuperscript{210} They analysed cruciforms present in an as cast steel containing 0-06 wt-%C, 0-03 wt-%V, 0-039 wt-%Nb, 0-018 wt-%Ti and 0-004 wt-%N after reheating at 1100–1400°C, followed by water quenching.\textsuperscript{210} While they were unable to undertake quantitative analysis of the C and N in their particles, the EDX spectra clearly show a higher N peak relative to the C peak in the core than in the arms of the cruciform. The analyses for the fine particles are discussed in detail above. Figure 21 shows details of eight particles from two areas analysed for steel V–Nb–Ti. Here the average value of c-C/m of 0-21 is much higher than the steels with binary additions (Fig. 13), and it was observed that the particles, on average were smaller, as were the particle volume fractions as predicted by ChemSage (Fig. 14c).
precipitate morphologies to those described above, with the exception of cruciforms, were observed in TSDR processed ~0.06 wt-%C–V–Nb and V–Nb–Ti steels by Reip et al. whose used STEM/SAED/EDX techniques to identify the fine particles as carbides containing V, Nb and Ti. However, unlike others, who used standards to overcome problems with overlapping peaks such as V Kα for Ti, and both Ti Lα and V Lα to overlap N Kα, plus EELS to analyse C and N contents, some of the above papers did not comment on these omissions.

**Development of strength and toughness in vanadium microalloyed steels**

The mechanical properties and toughness developed in microalloyed steels have been considered in terms of the influence of grain size and precipitation. Traditionally, the approaches developed by Hall and Petch for yield strength and Cottrell and Petch for predicting the ductile–brittle transition, have been followed since the 1960s, commencing with their application by Morrison and Woodhead to niobium microalloyed steels. Without this approach, the fundamental approach of Petch might have remained as one of many hypotheses gathering dust. Woodhead and Morrison’s work showed conclusively that the research of Hall and Petch, initiated by Orowan and Bragg at Cambridge, in the 1950s, provided a powerful tool to understand how microstructure controlled mechanical and toughness properties. Later, this was expanded by others, through the use of regression equations, which showed how the steel composition together with the steel processing route developed the microstructure.

The original Hall–Petch equation is

\[ \sigma_y = \sigma_o + k_o d^{-1/2} \]  

(2)

where \( \sigma_y \) is the yield strength, \( \sigma_o \) the friction stress opposing dislocation motion, \( k_o \) a term relating to the grain boundary resistance to dislocation motion and \( d \) the grain diameter. To apply this equation to estimate the yield strength of a microalloyed steel, it was realised that the friction stress must include opposition to dislocation motion from atoms in solid solution and precipitates together with a term associated with the symmetry of a dislocation, the Peierls–Nabarro force.

Pickering and Gladman were among the first to expand \( \sigma_o \) by the regression equation approach to included these terms, which have since been refined by many others, for example:}

Pickering and Gladman’s equation \(^{136}\) is

\[ \sigma_y = 105 + 84[Si] + 33[Mn] + 17.5d^{-1/2} \]  

(3)

where \( \sigma_y \) is in MPa, \( d \) in mm, \( k_o \) in MPa \( m^{-3/2} \) and the alloying contents in wt-%. Mintz has examined several regression equations given in the literature and considered the reasons for the variability of \( k_o \). He found that \( k_o \) may vary between 14 and 24 MPa \( m^{-3/2} \) for ferrite–pearlite or pearlite free steels. In principle, this may have a marked effect on the yield strength. For example, for a steel having an average ferrite grain size of 5 \( \mu \)m, \( (d^{-1/2} = 14.1 \, mm^{-1/2}) \), a change of \( k_o \) from 18.1 to 24 MPa \( m^{-3/2} \) would have a calculated increase in yield strength of 115 MPa. Generally, however, the lower yield strength is only marginally influenced by this variation in the \( k_o \) value because of a strong interrelationship between the \( k_o \) and \( \sigma_o \) values, such that high \( k_o \) values are associated with low \( \sigma_o \) values, and vice versa. \(^{218} \) The regression equation favoured by Corus and utilised by used by Li et al. is a modification of that developed by Morrison et al. \(^{217} \)

\[ \sigma_y = 45 + 32[Mn] + 84[Si] + 680[P] + 38[Cu] + 43[Ni] + 18.1d^{-1/2} \]  

(4)

It is noteworthy, that none of the regression equations used in discussing microalloyed steels contains any terms associated with transition metals. The regression equations allow an estimate of the lower yield strength from the steel composition and average ferrite grain size. However, when the components of the friction stress involve dispersion strengthening and dislocation strengthening, then another approach is necessary. Now the contribution to yield strength from dispersion and dislocation strengthening \( \sigma_d \) was calculated by subtracting the components of yield strength \( \sigma_y \) due to ferrite lattice fraction stress and C+N in solution \( \sigma_o \), solid solution strengthening \( \sigma_n \), and ferrite grain size strengthening \( \sigma_f \) from the measured value of the lower yield stress, with the units in MPa, using a modified version of the Hall–Petch equation. In this analysis, it was assumed that strengthening from dislocations and texture was low and similar for all the steels examined.

\[ \sigma_y + \sigma_d = \sigma_f - (\sigma_o + \sigma_n + \sigma_g) \]  

(5)

\[ \sigma_o = 45 \, MPa \]  

(6)

\[ \sigma_n = 84[Si] + 32[Mn] + 38[Cu] + 43[Ni] \]  

(7)

\[ \sigma_f = 18.1d^{-1/2} \]  

(8)

The justification for combining \( \sigma_o + \sigma_n \) is based on the strong interaction of dislocations and particles, as seen in Fig. 22. Microalloyed steels with yield strengths up to 600 MPa have been developed based on a ferrite–pearlite grain structure and higher strengths with a bainitic matrix. The major contributions in the ferrite–pearlite steels would be due to a 5 \( \mu \)m ferrite grain size providing ~250 MPa, while \( \sigma_o + \sigma_n \) could make a contribution in the range of 100–200 MPa, as shown in Fig. 23. This level of yield strength has usually entailed rolling to <10 mm steel thickness, finishing
rolling at low temperatures, possibly in ferrite and/or applying water cooling. The effect of end water cool temperature is evident in Fig. 23. This parameter in TSDR processing has a similar effect to equalisation temperature. Another interesting aspect of the precipitation in V–N structural steels has been highlighted by Zajac et al. They demonstrated that ‘the effective carbon for precipitation in ferrite during the period of the phase transformation is much greater than the very small carbon content in solution in ferrite at equilibrium’. This, they considered, is due to ‘the abnormally high activity of carbon in ferrite in the presence of undercooled austenite and before cementite nucleation, so that profuse nucleation of vanadium carbonitride is encouraged’. As the carbon content increased from 0.04 to 0.22 wt-%, the average size of the precipitates decreased, the profusion of precipitates and the yield strength increased. An interesting observation was made by Morrison et al. who estimated that in practice for V as VN, Nb and Ti additions is 1500 MPa/wt-% and for V as VC is 500 MPa/wt-% and that these figures represent 50% of $\sigma_{p(\max)}$, which is calculated from the steels composition. This loss of potential dispersion strengthening, is in part, to account for the precipitation which occurs in austenite during controlled rolling and in part due to solute remaining in solution. Support for this view was provided by Baker, who tempered some of the controlled rolled model vanadium steels studied previously and obtained up to 50% increase in $\sigma_y$. In addition, the hypothesis proposed by Zajac et al. could also explain the loss in strength recorded by Baker, as his alloys had carbon levels in the region of 0.02–0.03 wt-%C. More recently, Pereloma et al. have discussed loss of particle strengthening in Nb steels, as being due in part to strain induced precipitation in austenite, while Kestenbach have considered loss in strength, associated with interface precipitation removing dispersion strengthening particles. An increase in the friction stress is known to have a deleterious effect on toughness. Several papers reviewed by Morrison et al. developed equations to calculate the impact transition temperature (ITT) as a function of cementite thickness $t$, ferrite grain size and dispersion strengthening. A current version of these equations is

$$54 J \text{ ITT (C)} = 192d^{1/2} + 10K^{-1/2} + K(\sigma_p + \sigma_d)$$

(9)

Recent research has shown that vanadium steels processed by the TSDR route which offers both metallurgical, environmental and economic advantages, can achieve similar properties to CCR processed steels, with yield strengths of 450–550 MPa and acceptable levels of toughness.

Differing views on the role played by precipitation of carbonitrides in developing strength in microalloyed steels have been expressed in the literature. For example, it is considered by some, that interphase precipitation does not contribute a major dispersion strengthening component to the yield stress. This is thought to be due mainly to random precipitation formed in ferrite after a few rows of interphase precipitation, as shown in Fig. 24. Much of the earlier work on interphase precipitation was carried out on model alloys using isothermal conditions. The interlayer spacing $\lambda$, decreased with a lowering of transformation temperature. $\lambda$ has been related to dispersion strengthening $\sigma_p$ by empirical
equations\(^\text{80,92}\) of the form \(\sigma = \lambda^{-n}\), where \(n\) is in the range 0.5–1. Interphase precipitation is known to be subject to heterogeneous particle distributions. Crooks et al.\(^\text{64}\) commented on the non-uniform distribution of matrix precipitates and many areas where the interphase sheet spacing was <100 nm, which is required for significant dispersion hardening, a spacing often recorded.\(^\text{80,87}\) This observation of a non-uniform distribution has recently been reinforced by the work of Kestenbach et al.\(^\text{222}\) who undertook quantitative studies of the heterogeneous particle distributions in Nb and Nb+Ti steels, to assess the strengthening potential due to interphase precipitation. The work was motivated by descriptions of particles being ‘not evenly distributed, but confined to certain areas’,\(^\text{85}\) or ‘having been found in only two of a total of 20 grains investigated’.\(^\text{223}\) Campos et al.\(^\text{224}\) found that in the particular case of an industrially processed, highly microalloyed hot strip steel, interphase precipitation was present in \(\sim 50\%\) of the ferrite grains. The inhomogeneous distribution of precipitates in microalloyed steels is not confined to interphase precipitates.\(^\text{222}\) Work on vanadium steels by Douse and Baker\(^\text{225}\) reported a quantitative assessment of the number of fields containing fine random particles, as seen in Fig. 25, and the data given in Table 4. Here it can be seen that \(\sim 60\%\) of the fields of view contain particles, but only \(\sim 5\%\) have a high density of particles. The absence of the smallest particles may be due the problems of extraction on carbon replicas mentioned earlier.\(^\text{181,182}\) Other examples of inhomogeneous distribution of precipitates and practical problems associated with the use of carbon extraction replicas to obtain quantitative particle assessments have been considered.\(^\text{226}\) As far as is known, no detailed study on the effect of non-uniform particle distribution on the lower yield strength has been undertaken. Most modelling assumes a uniform distribution of particles of equilibrium stoichiometric composition, while the calculated dispersion strengthening component is based on the Orowan strengthening mechanism, which applies strictly to incoherent particles. The mechanisms for particle coherency loss discussed in the classic paper by Brown and Woolhouse,\(^\text{227}\) including that due to external dislocations, such as may be present in Figs. 22 and 26, suggest that the critical mismatch \(\varepsilon_{\text{crit}}\), lies between 0.013<\(\varepsilon_{\text{crit}}<0.077\). The data in Table 3 for \(\varepsilon_1\) span this range while that for \(\varepsilon_2\) do not. Also, as the ratio of \(\varepsilon_{\text{crit}}/\varepsilon_1\)<\(\varepsilon_{\text{crit}}\) ∝ particle length/particle thickness,\(^\text{228}\) and in Table 3, this ratio increases from NbC at 4.5 to VN>19, which accounts for the plate-like growth particularly noticeable for vanadium carbonitrides in microalloyed steels. While the authors\(^\text{227}\) compared data derived from both theory and experiment, all the experimental data was obtained from non-ferrous systems, as none was available at the time from steels.

The uncertainty of the state of coherency together with the inhomogeneous distribution of precipitates which is now becoming more widely recognised, suggests that a regression equation approach for estimating particle and dislocation strengthening in microalloyed steels, overcomes many of the problems associated with the experimental determination of \(\sigma_P + \sigma_D\), and is useful in ranking steels, but provides no information on the mechanisms of strengthening. One of the main shortcomings in the prediction of the components of strengthening has been reliable data on the volume fraction of the microalloyed precipitates. Chemical methods\(^\text{138–140}\) and TEM\(^\text{158,214,215,226}\) have been the main techniques used to obtain particle volume

---

**Table 4 Precipitate distributions on carbon extraction replicas taken from vanadium steel V–N (Ref. 225)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Replica</th>
<th>Empty</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fields</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figures**

- **25** Inhomogeneous distribution of V(C,N) particles showing precipitate free region adjacent to dense precipitation\(^\text{225}\)
- **26** Dislocation–particle interactions in low C–V–N steel\(^\text{220}\)
fractions. A major concern with both approaches has been the possible loss of contribution from the smallest particles \(^{181,182}\) approximately \(\leq 5\) nm. The use of resistivity and dilatometry measurements as a means of determining the kinetics of phase transformations,\(^ {122}\) in particular of vanadium carbide precipitation,\(^ {229-231}\) and the contributions of the microstructural features to strength has been explored in only a few instances. Figure 27 shows the breakdown of the contribution of various microstructural components to the total resistivity, which can then be used to calculate the precipitate volume fraction.\(^ {231}\) There is now a possibility of obtaining microstructural information online during steel production in a non-destructive and remote manner. Impedance spectroscopy using electromagnetic sensors has been developed which monitor phase transformations on the run-out table in hot rolled steels production.\(^ {232}\) The development of similar sensors for use online to record resistivity changes should be possible in the future.

**Summary**

Vanadium has been an important element in steels for over 80 years, commencing with a role in tempered Cr–Mo–V steels for creep resistant applications. The use of vanadium as a single alloying element was considered as nucleating small FeV precipitates, followed by use in microalloyed steels from the late 1950s. Here, the importance of transition metal carbides, nitrides and carbonitrides in controlling properties was recognised. Microalloying in low carbon steels (<0.15 wt-%) was rapidly followed by the development of controlled rolling.\(^ {4,191,195}\) The high levels of solubility of vanadium carbide, and to a lesser extent vanadium nitride, compared with other transition metal carbides and nitrides, allowed the use of lower soaking temperatures in the controlled rolling of vanadium microalloyed steels than was normally used in hot rolling of niobium steels.\(^ {3}\) Compared with niobium, vanadium in solid solution in austenite has little influence on recrystallisation through solute drag processes.\(^ {68}\) Under constant activity nitriding conditions, the nucleation of vanadium nitride involves the formation of coherent disc shaped zones on \{100\} matrix ferrite planes with attendant strain field contrast in TEM specimens.\(^ {107}\) Similar contrast has been reported in steels containing the normal levels of C and N found in microalloyed steels,\(^ {108}\) although the mechanism for the presence of coherent precipitation is not accepted universally.\(^ {124}\) While vanadium nitrides produce grain refinement of austenite,\(^ {2,137,177}\) this is usually less effective than AlN,\(^ {233}\) NbN or \((V,Nb)\)N\(^ {234,235}\) Vanadium carbide is usually seen as interphase precipitation\(^ {53,75,80,81}\) or random precipitation in ferrite,\(^ {7,83,14}\) conferring significant dispersion strengthening as can vanadium nitride and vanadium carbonitrides,\(^ {14}\) the latter being known to be particularly resistant to particle coarsening.\(^ {28}\) In recent times, the use of nitrogen as an important alloying element has gained acceptance.\(^ {145,146,201}\) and this is timely for thin slab direct rolling processes, were the steel is directly charged to an equalisation furnace following continuous casting.\(^ {202-205,236}\) Thus there is a requirement to avoid the peritectic transformation\(^ {206}\) by lowering the carbon level in the cast steel to \(< 0.06\) wt-%. While vanadium is often regarded as an alternative addition to niobium, there are occasions when a combined addition is beneficial.\(^ {3,4,237,238}\) Vanadium steels are known to experience less deleterious transverse cracking than those with niobium additions alone, but V–Nb steels show the least loss in hot ductility.\(^ {187}\) Recently, STEM/PEELS techniques have been developed which can provide quantitative analysis of the C and N levels in particles \(< 5\) nm in size.\(^ {181,182}\) As a result, dispersion strengthening in V–N TSDR steels has been clearly shown to depend on fine, nearly stoichiometric, vanadium nitride particles.\(^ {175}\) The earlier view that vanadium precipitates were just described as compounds\(^ {239}\) or carbides\(^ {231}\) even in steels containing 0-010 wt-%\(N,\)\(^ {137,240}\) is no longer the case. In more complex V–Nb steels, a larger volume fraction of high nitrogen carbonitrides are dispersed, compared with V–N steels, resulting in greater dispersion strengthening, which together with a fine ferrite grain size can lead to lower yield strengths in the range 450–600 MPa, combined with satisfactory toughness properties.\(^ {96,205}\) The importance of relating processing parameters to microstructure and to properties of alloys arose in the main, through the research associated with the development of microalloyed steels. Another parallel development which had a major effect on microstructural studies was the progress in analytical electron microscopy, particularly that involving EDX analysis and EELS. Newer techniques such as electron spectroscopic imaging, energy filtered TEM and threedimensional atom probe microscopy,\(^ {179,182}\) will undoubtedly play an important role in the future unravelling of the complex microstructures observed in modern microalloyed steels, possibly online.\(^ {232}\)
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